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At the beginning of 1905, after Woolf had broken into the field of 
reviewing by publishing her first two reviews, she wrote to Violet Dickin
son, "reading makes me intensely happy, and culminates in a fit of writing 
always" (L I: 172). From the beginning of her career Woolf established a 
Ii felong connection between reading and writing. Though she undoubtedly 
enjoyed reading as an end in itself, reading often meant more when there 
was another end in view (D 2: 259), an end that saw itself in published print. 
The desire of Woolf to publish is similar to that of her character Orlando, 
who had been carrying around a manuscript throughout most of the novel: 

The manuscript which reposed above her heart began shuffling and 
b1:ating .is if it were a living thing, and, what was still odder, and 
�howcd how fine a sympathy was betwc<:n them, Orlando, by inclining 
her head, could make out what it was that it wa� saying. It wanted to 
he read. It must hc r1:ad. It would <lie in her bosom if it were not read. 
/() 272) 

As if her own words might miscarry, the young Virginia Stephen 
eagerly and quickly sought to be published. 

The major avenue open to her was through book reviewing. For the 
fir�t fourteen years of her writing career, from 1904 to 1918, Woolf served 
her apprenticeship in the trade of publishing as a book reviewer. Toward 
the end of her apprenticeship she began increasingly to take on the role of 
a critic, a writer who self-consciously both espouses and shapes opinions in 
a public.: forum. In the essays written from the time she began to publish her 
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short fic:tion in 1917, Woolf began to artic;ulate critical princ:iples that she 
would continue to develop over the rest of her life. 

The first decade and a half of Woolr's writing c:areer are important for 
LIS to know about if we are lO understand the process by which she became 
a professional writer and if we are to realize the influences and forces that 
shaped her writing career. Woolf's training as a writer enabled her to enter 
another world, outside that of her imagination, a public: realm in whic:h she 
had to conform to editorial control. In exchange for this control over her 
authorial freedom, she received much more, earning money, adapting herself 
to the discipline required for a professional writer's life, growing in confi
dence, entering into a community of other writers, learning how to antic:i
pate audience res;ponse, and perhaps most imp1>rtant of all, gaining skill and 
experience in writing. 

Woolf also became more familiar with a wide range of books, a range 
that pulled her away from the mostly canonical literature and history with 
which she had nourished her imagination. This familiarity helped to make 
her essays, as McNeillie writes, "democratic in spirit: uncanonical, inquisi
tive, open, and unacademic" (f I: ix). At the beginning of her c:areer she 
acc:eptcd all the books she was asked lo review, including popular fiction, 
travelogues, cookbooks. But she was asked to write on more than the 
ephemeral; she was also allowed to write thoughtful pieces about writers 
wlho were important to her. By 1918, with the acquisition of the Hogarth 
Press the previous year, her growing desire to pursue her fiction, her 
established sense of herself as a professional writer, and her improved 
economic state, Woolf was not as compelled to c;ontinue her reviewing with 
the same drive as she had throughout most of her apprentic:eship. Having 
learned what she could and accrued what benefits she could, Woolf was now 
free to pursue her own writing and to write criticism on her own terms. 

1904-1909 

The first five years of Woolf's career as a journalist, 1904 to 1909, show how 
diligently she pursued her family's social connections in order lo realize her 
dream as a writer. The social and personal dimensions of her connec:tions 
persisted even as these dimensions expanded to include the professional. 
Part of her goal to be in print was motivated by a desire to make money, 
something that would signify her professional status and, al first, grant her 
a modic:um of self-sufficiency (her inc:ome was to grow considerably by the 
time she published Orlando, which sold more than 20,000 copies within the 
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first six months of publication). Another part of her goal was to get a 
response to her writing: "Oh-for some one to tell me whether it is well, 
very well, or indifferently done" (PA 226). Woolf quickly settled into a 
pattern of writing, a pattern that was to last her the rest of her life. Though 
she learned strategies to get around what were to her censorious editors, she 
soon grew frustrated with having to contend with their often hampering and 
stifling expectations. 

Woolf may have grown up in a house that fostered a love of reading 
and books, and she may have been exposed to literary giants-especially 
her father Leslie Stephen-who helped to create an atmosphere that 
inspired learning, but she did not have the benefit of active assistance. 
Stephen may have regarded his youngest daughter as his literary heir, and 
to that end he may have directed his discussions of literature to her, but he 
did nothing practical-such as providing a university education-in the way 
of ensuring her success at this or any other vocation. Woolf, notably, did 
not start to publish until after her father's death. The following oft-quoted 
passage from her 1928 diary indicates her recognition that his life surely 
would have prevented her literary life from developing: 

Father's birthday. He would have been ... 96, yes, today; & could have 

been 96, like other people one has known; but mercifully was not. His 

life would have entirely ended mine. What would have happened? No 

writing, no books;-inconceivable. (D 3: 208) 

If Julia Stephen had lived, she undoubtedly would have thwarted her 
daughter's career as well, believing as strongly as she did that a woman's 
p'lace is in the home. 

However, in terms of providing help passively, the Stephens were of 
innmeasurable assistance. In addition to fostering a milieu of high culture, 
they were possessed of family and social connections that gave Woolf the 
opportunity to meet people who might help her further her quest to become 
a published writer. 1 The Stephen family was connected in one way or 
another to the editors2 of the first three pub I ications for which Woolf wrote: 
The G11ardia11, the Cornhi/1 Magazine, and the Times Littrary Supplement (TLS). 3 

Violet Dickinson, who had been friends with Woolf's older stepsister Stella, 
was Woolf's most intimate friend while she was in her twenties. Through 
Dickinson Woolf met Margaret Lyttelton, the editor of the Women's 
Supplement of The G11ardia11. Reginald Smith was the editor of the Cornhill 
Magazine, which Leslie Stephen had edited for the ten years preceding 
Woolf's birth. In 1902 Leslie was asked to contribute to the just-founded 
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TLS but was unable to do so because his health was fading. By the time Woolf 
met Bruce Richmond, the editor of the TLS, in 1905, at a dinner party given 
by some friends of Dickinson's, she had already submitted several pieces for 
him to read. Woolf continued to socialize with all of these and other editors 
during her tenure as a writer for their publications. 

It is important to note that apart from F. W. Maitland, who was writing 
a biography of Leslie Stephen and asked Woolf to contribute a piece on her 
father, none of these other editors sought her out. It was up to the young 
Virginia Stephen to take advantage of the opportunities her family and social 
ties afforded her. Her letters and diary reveal how hard she worked at making 
the most of these connections, and how she maintained these connections 
on a social level as well as in the professional sphere. 

In November 1904 Woolf proposed the idea to Dickinson of writing 
a111 essay for Lyttelton. Woolf wrote to Dickinson that she wanted to show 
Lyttelton the kind of essay she wrote, and continued, "I only want to get 
some idea as to whether possibly she would like me to write something in 
the future" (L 1: 154). Woolf did give an article to Dickinson to pass on to 
Lyttelton. Anxious over Lyttelton's opinion of this piece, Woolf wrote to 
Dickinson several times to learn what her reaction was. If Lyttelton wouldn't 
accept it, Woolf wrote," ... l must try and get someone to take it" (L I: 155), 
possibly, she would later write, the Cornhill M,igazine or The Nation"/ Review (L 
1: 156). Finally, Lyttelton sent Woolf a book to review, W. D. Howells's The 
Son of Royal Langbrith. Woolf did not stop with this piece. She submitted to 
Lyttelton an unsolicited article on her visit to the 13rontes' home Haworth
written, she boasted to Dickinson, in less than two hours (L 1: 158)-and 
followed that up with an obituary of Shag, the family dog. These two articles 
presage Woolf's interest in women writers and the playful, mock-serious 
tone that characterized many of her pieces and culminated in Orlando. 

Woolf's letters and diary at this time, from the end of 1904 to late 
spring of the following year, are filled with a mixture of responses: heady 
excitement, frustration, anticipation, boasting, and, what is possibly more 
telling, a desire to make money. Indeed, it would almost seem that the desire 
to make money prevailed over the desire to get published. She wrote to her 
friend Emma Vaughan in a postscript, "By the way, l am reviewing novels 
and writing articles for the Guardian and so hope to make a little money
which was our old ambition" (L 1, 160). When Woolf received another book 
to review, she wrote in her diary, "so that means more work, & cheques 
ultimately" (PA 219). She did not make much at first, only a few pounds here 
and there, which she often used to buy treasured items, such as an "extrav
agant little table" (PA 235) or "that long coveted & resisted coal scuttle, all 
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of beaten brass," about which, she continues, "This was extravagance-So I 
must write another artide" (PA 241 ). No doubt Woolf enjoyed being able 
lo afford these little purchases. 

But making money meant more lo her than allowing herself to indulge 
in household items; it also signified that she was a professional, a real writer. 
It was one thing to practice writing essays for her eye alone; it was another 
to enter another money-making sphere, an entry required to legitimatize 
her calling. After all, as she later wrote in A Room of Onr's Oum, "Money 
dignifies what is frivolous if unpaid for" (68). Even in 1905 Woolf was not 
unaware that she had adopted the "Grub St. poinl of view" (/>A 256), an 
attitude that regarded the writing of articles as a means to an end-namely, 
the making of money. In line with her newly won professionalism, Woolf 
also established a pattern of work that was to last her the rest of her life. In 
her diary entries dating from 9 January to 26 March 1905, she meticulously 
records her days' schedules. We see how quickly, in her new calling, she 
scllled into a routine, one thal involved writing every morning. She was also 
karning how it can take, as she wrote in February 1905, "as long to rewrite 
one page, as to write 4 fresh ones" (PA 239), and how there were mornings 
when she faced blocks, when words just wouldn't come (PA 250). 

After her initiation at The Guardian, it seemed as if nothing could stop 
her. At a tea held in early 1905, Richmond asked her if she would write a 
review for a number of other magazines. Yes, she eagerly responded. Then 
he came to the point-would she write a review for the TLS? She wrote in 
her diary, "So I said yes-& thus my work gets established, & I suppose I shall 
soon have as much as I can do . . .  " (PA 234). In 1905 Woolf did have as 
much as she could do: she published thirty-five reviews and articles in The 
< ;,umli,111 and in the TLS, Academy & Literature, the Cornhill MagllZine, and the 
Nuli()l1t1/ Review. For the following three years she continued to publish an 
average of thirty reviews a year, and after a hialus of several years (brought 
aboul, in part, by her mental breakdowns), she continued to average thirty 
reviews a year for the next six years. Though most of her earliest publications 
were reviews, she also was able to write some occasional pieces (for example, 
"Street Music"). 

With the writing of her articles she encountered not only the joy of 
being puhlished but also the frustration of being edited, a process that often 
felt like censorship. The articles she wrote for The Gut1rdim1 are a case in point. 
On the first occasion, the obituary of the family dog, when Lyttelton asked 

her "to cut out certain things," Woolf agreed to, going so far as to say, as she 
wrote Dickinson, "please do, and always alter my things as you like" (L 1: 
'169). But she was not happy with the way Lyttelton had "cobbled" her article 
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(L 1 :  172). Such editing, Woolf indicated here, results in laming, crippling. 
Woolf next experienced Lyttelton's editing of her writing in her first signif -
icant critical project, a review of Henry James's The Golden l3owl, a book 
acclaimed as great by nearly all of James's contemporaries. This time, Woolf 
was not so accommodating of Lyttelton's criticism, as she wrote to Dickinson: 

I spend 5 days of precious time toiling through Henry James' subtleties 
for Mrs Lyttclton, and write a very hardworking review for her; then 
come orders to cut out quite half e>f it- lll ona, as it has to go into next 
weeks Guardian, and the Parsonesse�. I �uppose, prefer midwifery, to 
literature . . . .  Really I never read such pedantic; commonplace as the 
Cuar<lianesc: it takes up the line of a Governess, and maiden Lady, and 
high church Parson mixed; how they ever got such a black little goat 
into their fold, I cant conceive. (L 1: 178) 

In her failure to appreciate Woolrs writing, Lyttelton has become a 
parsoness and a prude. Moreover, she does not recognize her young writer's 
subversiveness. Woolf soon tired of the priggish and religious ideology 
informing The Guardian, and yearned to uncover her real thoughts and 
feelings, to make her ideas heard loud and clear: "If only I could attack the 
Church of England!" she exclaimed to Dickinson in July 1905 (L 1 :  20 I). 
Though she was frustrated from the very beginning of her tenure at The 
Guardian with its narrow focus (L I :  214), Woolf was to continue reviewing 
for it until 1909. 

The essays Woolf wrote in 1908 for Reginald Smith, the editor of 
the Cornhi/1 M,1gazi11e. show how she had anticipated the editor's scissors 
and used this anticipation to her advantage. The Cornhi/1 Magazine was a 
family magazine; as such, it toed the line. Having written for The Guardian, 
and having the first essay that she submitted to the Cornhi// Magazine in late 
1904 (or early 1905) rejected by Smith, Woolf knew in 1908 not to write 
anything loo controversial. Nevertheless, though Woolf wrote her essays 
for the Cornhi/1 Magazine under tight stricture, these are among the most 
playful from the early part of her career and enjoins us to participate in 
her rather spirited obliquity, as the following explication of "A Werk at 1hr 
While House" shows. 

In "A Week in lhe White House," a review of a biography of Theodore 
Roosevelt by William Hale, Woolf includes some metacommentary. When 
she writes, "no one can be confused, or subtle, or malicious beneath such a 
torrent of good humour" (E 1: 206), she means the opposite, both of 
Roosevelt and of her own writing. The surface of Woolf's essay is a torrent 
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of good humor, beneath which flow subtlety and sarcasm. Beneath 
Roosevelt's good humor, Woolf suggests, lie confusion and maliciousness. 
Woolf wrote to Dickinson about this review, "'The sublety of the insinua
tions is so serpentine that no Smith in Europe will sec how I jeer the President 
to derision, seeming to approve the while"' (L 1: 337). Smith must have been 
very obtuse because the insinuations are not always serpentine, but obvious. 
Woolf easily belittles by hyperbole and extreme contrasts when she writes, 
for example, "Dr Hale is surely speaking the truth when he says that if . . .  
one could get an 'accurate and realistic' picture of the President (or of the 
dustman, we might add) nothing could exceed the interest of it" (E 1: 204 ). 

As she docs in her other essays, Woolf frequently quotes from the 
book she is reviewing, not to flatter the author but rather to show how inane 
he can be. In "A Week nt tin White Ho11se" Woolf sets a one-sentence citation 
from the Roosevelt biography apart from her own text. In this particular 
ciLaLion the biographer describes Roosevelt's appearance; "'close-clipped 
hrachyccphalous head'" (E I :  205) hardly shows Roosevelt at his best. 
llrachycephalous, a term from physiognomy, a pseudo-science in decline by 
the first part of the twentieth century, suggests dinosaurs and prehistoric 
beasts. Woolf .ilso includes a clip from Roosevelt's speech, the flavor of 
which is apparent in the following line: "'Senator, this is a-VERY great 
pleasure!"' Woolf's commentary on this clip is blatantly sarcastic: "the 
rcmarkable point about these greetings is, not only that they are discrimi
nating, but that with all their emphasis they arc sincere" ( E I: 206). 

Smith's desire that, uccording to Woolf, she "become a popular lady 
biogrnphist, safe for- graceful portrait, and such il lady!" (L I :  356) was 
d isappointed, for she broke with his editorship within a year after she had 
b�gun to write for the Cornl,i/1 tv1agazi11e. The instigating factor was his 
rejection of her short story "Memoirs of a Novelist" in 1909. llut as with 
l.yttclton, events had h,:cn leading in that direction. She grew tired of the 
C:onihi/1 Ma!Jazinc\ proprieties, which would not allow it, for example, to 
"call a rro�titute, or a mistres� a mistress" (L I :  343). And just as Woolf was 
a black goat .imong the flock of writers for Tl,c G11ardian. so she perceived 
herself as a misfit among those whose articles easily fit into the Cornl,i/1 
!v111g11zi11c. She was well aware of her deliberate posturing at this early stage 
of her career, as she wrote to her sister: "Of course, I had been posing as 
an illiterate woman, who had twice as much difficulty in writing an article 
a" other people" (L 1: 360). 

Even if unonymity hud not been imposed on Woolf, she would have 
needed to adopt a disguise as a �elf-protective measure. She also would have 
needed to �hicld herself from criticism. When she first wrote articles she 
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frequently sent them to friends. But from her diary entries and letters, we 
see how she wilted under their criticism and bloomed under their praise. For 
example, she wrote in Febntary 1905, "How I hate criticism, & what waste 
it is, because I never take it really" (PA 232). She confided to her diary when 
her brother Thoby told her that he liked her latest note, "Thoby's approval 
of the Note gives me great pleasme, as I think he meant it, & I am very glad 
to have made it good" (PI\ 230). 

Even as she continued for a time to send article\ for preview-and for 
praise-to her friends, she looked for a mentor in journalism. She found one 
in 13ruce Richmond, the editor of the TLS. Richmond and Woolf developed 
a working relationship that was to last for most of Woolf's writing career. 
That Richmond resumed his professional relationship with Woolf after her 
two-year hiatus from 1914 to 1915 (and one might say possibly longer, for 
she reviewed only a handful of books from 1910 to 1913), and in full 
measure, for Woolf averaged thirty articles a year for the TLS from 1916 to 
1920, is another indication of how helpful he could be. On Richmond's 
retirement in 1938 from the TLS she paid high tribute to him: "I learnt a lot 
of my craft writing for him: how to compress; how to enliven; & also was 
made to read with a pen & notebook, seriously" (D 5: 145)4 

As she became more established, �he reviewed only for the TLS. It is 
important lo note here that although Woolf was critical of Lyttelton and 
Smith for their censorship, they initially allowed her more space than 
Richmond usually did at first, and it was in the pages of The Guardian and the 
Cornhill Magazine that Woolf published her first nonreview essays, or occa
sional pieces, most of which were unsolicited. Also, Richmond did not give 
Woolf important books to review when Woolf was starting to review for 
him; only with a publication like The Cuarditrn did she have al the beginning 
ol' her career the opportunity to read something as non-ephemeral asJames's 
The (;olden Bowl. Moreover, most of her early reviews of contemporary fiction 
for the TLS consisted of notices, or one-paragraph write-ups in which she 
c.:ould do little more th,rn give plot summaries. 

During their thirty-three-year relationship Woolf recorded social 
engagements and the frequent correspondence she and Richmond main
tained, a record that shows his stature quickly diminishing in her eyes. In 1908, 
Ll1ree year� after Woolf slilrtcd to write !'or the TLS. Richmond paid her a vi\il, 
one she missed; "however," she wrote to Dickinson, "nothing would alarm me 
more than to give him lea" (L I :  337). With the years he seemed to shrink 
liternlly. Writing ag.iin to Dickinson, she desc.:ribed how she met Richmond 
al a concert the night before: "He has shrunk, and become a lively little old 
man I Richmond was born in 1871  and was only eleven year� older than Woolf; 
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in 1908, he was thirty-seven years old]-1 thought he was younger and bigger" 
(L 1: 372). By 1919 Woolf describes him as if he were a squirrel, "jumping onto 
a chair to see the traffic over the blind, & chivvying a piece of paper round the 
room with his feet" (D I :  263). In September 1925 she devoted a paragraph
long diatribe that she entitled "Disillusionment" to savaging Richmond ver
bally. The conversation she had with him that night "was practically imbecile" 
(D 3: 39). "And to think," she wrote, "that I have ever wasted a thought upon 
what that goodtempered worldly little grocer thought of my writing!" (D 3: 
40). By 1935 he has become a "petrified culture-bug" (L 5: 453). 

The devolving course of Woolf's relationship with Richmond paral
leled those with her other editors Lyttelton and Smith, and also, for that 
matter, Richmond's wife Elena (nee Rathbone), a friend from Woolf' s 
clhildhood. Part of this disintegration had to do with Woolf's tendency to 
idolize her friends-including Violet Dickinson-only to become disillu
-.:ioned. Another had to do with the kind of strictures these editors placed 
on her writing. At the end of 192 I ,  for example, she commented in her diary 
how restricted she felt in writing, in this case for the TLS, " . . .  I wonder 
whether to break off, with an explanation, or to pander, or to go on writing 
against the current. This last is probably right, but somehow the conscious
ness of doing that cramps one. One writes stiffly, without spontaneity" (D 
2: 152). for someone like Woolf, whose career was marked by one consis
tency-the desire to change, to seek out new forms-this kind of cramping 
could be deadly. It is no wonder that she would want to break free from 
writing for editors, to devise "something far less stiff & formal than these 
Times t1rtides" (/J 4: 53). 

1 9 1 0- 19 15  

It i<; not because of her desire to break out of the stiff and formal format of 
the TLS articles, however, that her journalistic output at this time slowed to 
a trickle over the next five years. In 1909 she received a legacy of £2500 
from her aunt Ct1roline Emili.i Stephen, who had wanted her niece to 
abandon journalism and devote her attention solely to other, more glorious 
writing pursuits. Stephen's legacy did enable Woolf to devote more time to 
her fiction, her first love. Fiction was also a form of writing that allowed her 
far more freedom than journalism, as she wrote to Dickinson as early as 1905: 
"I am writing for my own pleasure, which is rather a relief after my Guardian 
drudgery, and I can assail the sanctity of Love and Religion without care for 
the Parsons morals" (L I :  206). 
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Another signifi<.:ant reason for lhis dedine has to do with Woolf's 
personal <.:ircumstances. With her marriage to Leonard in 1 9 1 2 ,  Woolf\ life 
changed dramatically. Though ultimately this marriage did, I think, 
empower Woolf in her writing-it is notable that she did not publish The 

Voyage 011t, her first work of fiction, until after she married-it initially 
resulted in one of Woolf's severest breakdown-;, from which she did not 
recover until the end of 1 9 1 5. Woolf had given up her journalism to write 
her novel, whi<.:h, a'i Mepham points out, wa'i n<H going anywhere, it seemed, 
even after repeated drnfts, and she could not bring herself lo publish it. 
Without even her journalism to sustain her--in 1 9 1 4  and 1 9 1 5  records show 
that she published no reviews at all-Woolf must have felt like a foilure. 
Mepham writes, "With hind\ight it i-; perh.ips difficult lor us lo realise that 
her permanent failure was a very serious possibility. It seemed quite likely 
that she would never become an author. In fact, it was not at all dear that 
she would even survive" (::i5). 

1 9 16-1 9 1 8  

Hut survive she did. The sign of her returning health was the resumption of 
her literary journalism. When Woolf started to review again, it was, over the 
next few years, solely for the TLS. Table 1.1 shows a somcwhal signifi<.:anl 
difference between the kind of reviews that she wrote at this period and 
those she wrote during the first five years of her apprenticeship. 

The table is not meant to be rnmprehensive. These numbers, for 
example, do not include the forty-four es\ays that, according to McNeil lie, 
as reported lo John Mepham (20), have heen discovered \ince the publica
tion of his edition. Most of these forty-four were published in 1907. 
Moreover, the Virginia Woolf Spe<.:ial Issue of the Spring 1992 M<>clrrn Fidi<>11 
Studies printed some newly found essays. Nor is this table meant lo be exact. 
Some of the books included under the category of l.ifc-writingc; could also 
lit under that of Classics, and vi<.:e versa. for example, Woolf reviewed 
hiograph ies on and letter\ by author<; 'illt:h a,; Whi lm,m, Ro<;'il"l l i ,  a 11d 
llo,well, and in llw c.:m11�c of her review �he ml�ht .il'io dl�c.:us'i thctr worb. 
If it apr,earecl that she devoted a'i much or more attention to their texts, then 
I indu<led that review under lhe category of Clac;si<.:s. From 1 9 1 6  to 1 9 1 8  
\he reviewed collections o f  es\ays, many of which were combined rdle<.:tions 
upon literature and life. When they veered more toward the life end of the 
pendulum, then I indu<led them under Non-litcrary-<.:ritical essays. More
over, thl· line dividing Contemporary popul.tr from ( :ontcmpornry impor· 



Table 1 . 1  

KINDS OF ESSAYS PUBLISHED 

Life-writing (hiograr>hies, autobiograr>hies, letters, 
memoirs, journal�, diaries) 

Contemporary f>Opular writers (e.g., romantic) 

Contemporary important popular writers 
(e.g., James and Conrad) 

foreign popular fiction (especially Ru�sian writers, 
who were becoming popular in England) 

Classics (Woolf often wrote commemorative essays 
when new euitions apf)Cared, on, for example, 
Austen and llronte) 

Literary-critical essays and books 

Non-literary-critical es�ays and literature 
(including travelogue\ �ocial and r>ersonal 
histories, reflections on a place, children's, and 
even a cookbook) 

Contemporary poetry 

C,imernr>orary drama 

Occasional r>iecc� (Woolf\ own e��ay�. not reviews) 

Obituaries 

TOTAL 

Sou,u, Thr Em,ys of Vir1/i11i11 Woolf. ed. Anurew Mc:Ncillie. 

NUMBER OF ESSAYS 

PUBLISHED 

1 904- 1 9 10-
1 909 1 9 1 3  

37 6 

28 0 

7 

0 2 

5 

3 0 

9 

0 () 

0 0 

10 0 

2 0 

JO I  I I  

1 9 1 6-
1 9 1 8  

1 2  

10  

1 5  

19  

JO  

2 

93 



tant popular is problematic at best. The slippery adjective "important" is 
based on how seriously these authon were taken by the high literary 
establishment at the time. Henry Jame1 clearly was; A. Cunnick lnchbold 
was not, having published only one other fictional work bdore she pub
lished the novel that Woolf reviewed in 191)5. My decision to put the novel 
by Marjorie Bowen, who had received critical acclaim from other reviewers 
and whose novel had quickly gone into a second edition soon after the time 
that Woolf reviewed her The Glen o' Wce/i11g (E I: 138-39), under Contempo
rary Popular is in part determined by W oolf's own evaluation that it 
belonged in this category rather than the other. 

Rather than being comprehensive or exact, this table is meant to give 
a flavor of the kinds of books that Wmlf reviewed so that we can better 
understand the shape of her early care�r. Beginning in 1916, we see that 
Woolf was given a wider range of books to read. Her critical acumen could 
grow in having the opportunity to review' many other kinds of works besides 
life-writings and prose fiction and nonfiction. lt may be surprising to many 
Woolf critics that she had at this time reviewed at least ten books of and 
about poetry, so steeped is she in prose, even if that prose took on poetic 
di,mensions. More significantly for her criticism, we sec how she read many 
books of collections of literary critical essays, a form that was clearly in 
vogue at the time, and most likely planted the seed of an idea in her to 
compile her own collections in the twc volumes of The C:0111111011 R.wdcr, the 
first volume of which was published in her twentieth year as a reviewer. The 
collections she reviewed were written by popularizers of classical literature, 
figures such as Sir Walter Raleigh, J. C. Squire, Arnold Bennett, Alice 
Meynell, and the then-popular American critic J. E. Spingarn. Woolf also 
reviewed critical studies of authors, si;ch as Eliza Haywood and Henry 
James. As a reviewer, Woolf's literary taste could broaden lo encompass 
foreign writers, namely the great Russian triumvirate Chekhov, Tolstoy, and 
especially Dostoyevsky, all of whose works were currently being tran<;lated 
into English. 

Woolf did nol have the power to select the specific books she wanted 
to review, but as early a<; 1908 she let it be known what kind of book-; she 
preferred to review, as she wrote to Dickinson: "I have refused to review any 
more novels for the Times; and they sent me Philosophy" (L 1: 331 ). Apart 
from reviewing F:. M. For<;ter's A Room rPitl, ,, View, from the foll of 1907 to 
1916 Woolf had stor,ped reviewing novds for the TL5. She was not exactly, 
however, reviewing philosor,hy, but rather, in I <JOH and 190<), rno�tly life. 
writings; out of the twenty-seven books ihe reviewed for the TLS, seventeen 
were some form of life-writing. From the kinds of works of fiction tkll we 
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sec Woolf reviewed, it is apparent that at this point in her career she had 
not quite reached the tastemaker stage. The reputations of the "important" 
writers-James, Conrad, Galsworthy, Wells-were already established; as 
a r,eviewer she was in a position w maintain the status quo and function as 
a cheerleader. Her own reviews of the popular writers reveal that almost all 
were, to put it mildly, far from groundbreaking. Indeed, it is amusing to think 
of the young Virginia Stephen reading a conventional romance, the plot of 
which sounds little different from today's Harlequins. 

lt i<; interesting to read what Woolf wrote, with self-prescience, in a 
1906 review: "It is no disparagement to the author to say that we find his 
volumes of greater interest as a revelation of his point of view than as a 
criticism of the subjects which he professes to treat" (E I :  83). One consis
tency that emerges from reading Woolf's reviews in chronological order is, 
a<; McNeillie also notes (E I :  xv), her growing tendency to focus less on the 
text and more on expressing her own viewpoints. In her early reviews Woolf 
cnrdully describes the plot and outline of the text; later, she feels freer to 
pay them shorter shrift. 

To gain an even clearer sense of the changes in style and emphasis 
that took place during W oolf's apprenticeship as a reviewer, it is helpful to 
look more closely at one set of reviews, one that dates to an early period in 
her career and the other to a later stage. Both reviews- "The Genius of 
Boswell" ( 1909) and "Papers on Pepys" ( 1918)-treat life-writing. In "The 
Cenius of Boswell" Woolf is reviewing a collection of letters by Boswell that 
had been discovered decades after 13oswell's death. Her tone is respectful. 
W oolr devotes the first long paragraph, or a fourth of the review, to narrating 
a history-which, a<; she describes it, is clearly an "adventurous" one, for 
they were first found as sheets wrapped around a parcel in Boulogne-of the 
letters and the edi tor-; under whose hands they have passed. That is, she 
foregrounds the phy�i<.:al tcxt itself. We then move from its history to that 
of Boswell\. Addres\ed to a collegt' friend, these letters reveal Boswell, as 
Woolf portrays him, to be a man of many contradictions: self-obsessed yet 
largely sympathetic and undcrstanding; exuberant toward lik but unable to 
settle down to any one project. This review -;hows Woolf to be insightful, 
particularly in her awareness that the true artist, like Boswell, knows to leave 
"out much that other people put in" and in her undcrstanding that one's 
,arong point may al�o, a\ in Boswell's c.ise, he onc's undoing. Morcover 
Woolf even at this early stage i� wcll awarc of dfcctivc rhctorical strategics. 
She prefaces her own di�cus�ion by referring to what other authorities have 
<;aid, .iml then offer<; her own commcntary, which serves in parl to supplant 
if not undermine those whosc evaluation could not, a-; she proclaimed with 
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almost self -acknowledged false modesty, be surpassed: "When a man has 
had the eye� of Carlyle and Mac.:aul.iy fixed upon him it may well seem that 
there is nothing fresh to be said." After we read this review we easily conclude 
that, yes, there is something more to be added to Carlyle's conclusive 
summation that Boswell is "'an itl -nssortcd, 1d,1ri11g mixture of the highest 
and the lowest"' (E I :  249). 

In "Papers on Pcpys" Woolf does not ever hothcr to cite authorities 
nor, for that matter, does she even get around to describing the text under 
c.:onsidcration-a collection of papers by the Pepys Club-until the end of 
her review. Rather than referring to an illustrious authority as Carlyle, Woolf 
instead focuses on the reader. Great must be the number of people "who 
rend tht'msclves ,'It night with Pepy� and .iw,1kc at d.iy with Pcpys," hut far 
greater the number who do not read Pepys at all. To that end, the Pepys 
Club has been formed, as Woolf writes, "to convert the heathen." The tone 
immediately becomes a recognizably Woolfian one: mock-serious and play
fu 1. She takes the desire of the Pepys Club to have the public treat Pepys 
with respect, and she sends i t  in orbit: "Lack of respc(t for Pepys," she writes, 
"seems to us a heresy which is beyond argument, and deserving of punish
ment . . .  " (Fi 2: 2.�3). Al this point, r;,ther than turning to the arguments 
presented by the Pepys Club, as she might have if she had written this review 
nine years ago, Woolf highlights her own reasons why Pepys deserves to be 
read. According to Woolf, Pepys wrote his diary out of n desire to crc.ite for 
himscll a private self that his public.: self as a dvil servant and administrator 
could not accommodate. In his diary he confides not only affairs of state but 

also his personal weaknesses, weaknesses that continue to draw contcmpo
rnry re;,dcrs to him. In his �clf-<:onscim1s11ess l'epys reveal� himself to he a 
modern, but in his record of the life around him he also shows himself to he 
a product of his seventeenth-century climate. It is this mixture of the new 
and the old that will make his di.iry, while not ranking in  the highest 
e<..:helons of the literary canon, persist in its appeal to readers. Only at the 
end of this review, when Woolf refers lo one of the papers that elaborates 
0111 how, if Pepys had only had a pair of reading glasses, he would have 
c.:untinued the diary for the remaining thirty years of his life, does she 
specifically attend to the text. And then, she refers to this particular paper 
in an effort to show the tragedy of Pepys's life: in losing the opportunity to 
write in his diary, Pepys lost "the store house of his most private self . . .  " 
(236). In conclusion, this contrast of an early review to a later one is 
representative of the way Woolf undermines authorities, takes on the 
position of the underdog, emphasizes the reader, demonstrates her interest 
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in the private self, and adopts a mock-serious and playful tone while at the 
snme time making her criticism less covert and more explicit. 

Woolf's review of "Papers on Pepys" appeared as her first foray into 
experimental fiction, the short st0ry ''The Mark on the Wall." It was because 
she sought more time to write fiction that she wanted to reduce her 
reviewing. F:ven as Woolf had been "writ[ingJ articles without end" (L 2: 
391), even as she had never "been so pressed with reviewing" (T) 1 :  308), 
"get[ ting] 2 or even 3 books weekly from the Times, & thus breast[ing] one 
shon choppy wave after another" (I) l :  224), she never lost the desire to 
write fiction. Before the end of her second decade as a reviewer, she was 
expressing this desire more frequently and regarding her reviewing as an 
obstacle. It got in the way ol the writing of Night n11d Day and .Iaco/,'s Room. 
She confided to her diary, "my private aim is to drop my reviewing . . .  " (2: 
34). By 1920 she had worked up the nerve to break the review habit, which, 
as the following quote shows, had become a destructive addiction rather 
than an empowering discipline; she wrote in August 1920, "[I J  feel like a 
drnnkard who has successfully resisted three invitations to drink" (I) 2: 58). 
By the next month she was dictating her own conditions, "only leading 
articles, or those I suggest myselP' (I) 2, 63). WooH wanted to review initially 
to prove herself a professional writer. By the end of the second decade of 
the twentieth century, she clearly had. 
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Notes 

I .  hom the beginning of her career W-Jol I ako reviewed books written by people 

who were con11t·c1cd l<> her family,such ,1, 1\ Dt1rt: l.1111tm1 by l:lizabcth Robins 

in 1905. 
2. Woolf also published an c��ay, "Streel Mu�ic," in the Na1io11al Rmirn>. edited 

by I.co Maxsc, whose; m;irriagc; to <.illy l.ushinglon w;i� enginccred by Julia 

Stephcn. "Strc;c;l Music" wa� the on y piece Wooll co11lrih11ted to thi� review, 
though, ;is �he wrote to Dickinson u, 1 <)07, I .co Max�e h;id written lo her that 
he was '"constantly t1ying lO lhink of \Uhjccl, wh;il I \ic I would he likely lO 

appeal to you and i� open lo any sugge�tion," (L 1: :!01>). 

3. Sec al�o McNeillic's introductions lO the fiN two volume, ol hi� edition of 
the collected essay�. Using esscnti,lly the same pcrimliz;ilion�. he al�o trace� 

the early history of Woolf\ es�ay ,\/riling. Bul where McNcillic emphasizes 
the variety and kinds of es�ay� Wmll wrote at thi� lime, I focus here on the 
nature of her rclntion�hips with her editor� and the dlorl� �he made to gel 
hcr material published. 

4. Richmond 1101 only �upporled her jourm1li�m. I le made �ure that lhe review 

of Jarn/,'s Room af)f)eared when il w:nild get the 111o�t publicity, on Thursdny, 
the day on which the TLS w;i� oul, rather than on Friday, the day on which it 

wn� puhli,lml (/) 2: 207). Richmond wa� supponive about giving Woolf 

release time from reviewing so ll,at 1he co11ld write Mr�. /),1//011,ay, Woolf wrote 
in her diary, " . . .  Richmond rathertouchl ed I me hy �aying th,ll he give� way 
to my novel with all the will in the world" (I) 2: � 12). 


